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VEHICLE DESCRIPTION *
Vehicle descriptions are general guidelines; vehicle configuration or after-market upfitting can affect the classification.
(1)Passenger Vehicle: up to 3/4 ton factory load- rated capacity; 0-10,000 gross vehicle weight
(2)Medium Duty: 10,001-17,500 gross vehicle weight
(3)Heavy Duty: over 17,500 gross vehicle weight

ADDITIONAL DESCRIPTIONS
* Rates reflected here are nationwide averages for services performed within the operating area of our independent service

provider;
* Motorcycle and specialty vehicles rates ~10% more than passenger charges
* *Additional mileage charges may apply : Miles to vehicle -$3.00/mi; Tow mile - $4.50; and deadhead miles (after 15 miles) -

$1.75/mi
* These rates do not include the cost of fuel (2-3 gallons - $10.00).
* These rates are subject to supplemental fees when required such as dollies, storage, extra hours on scene, accident clean up,

flatbed
* Cancelled services, gone on arrival (GOA) and no service rendered (NSR) calls may be subject to charges
* These rates are subject to change without prior notice from our vendors and rates are for the purpose of quotes only.
* *Medium Duty rates range from $115-$165/hr and are charged portal to portal, minimum 1 hour and exclude cost of parts
* Heavy Duty rates range from $195-$265/hr and are charged portal to portal, minimum 2 hour and exclude cost of parts 

(including tires)
* **These are based on Angie'sList and CostHelperCar.com rates.
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Tire Change $103 $87 $167 $147 $579 $502

Jumpstart $94 $80 $147 $130 $257 $236

Fuel Delivery* $108 $91 $162 $143 $396 $365

Lockout $100 $85 $127 $112 $200 $184

Mechanical First Aid $117 $97 $226 $194 $994 $874

Towing (10 Miles) $165 $140 $301 $223 $698 $546

Winch-out/Recovery $287 $244 $309 $272 $618 $568
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